ACROSS
1. Duchess of ___ (Goya subject)
5. Repair-bill line item
10. Completely persuaded
14. '60s counterculture gathering
15. Affaire de coeur
16. Mint-family plant with mineral-rich seeds
17. Geological seven
19. One of a set of seven in 33 Down
20. Wrench or screwdriver, often
21. Like a well-used chimney
22. Old ___ (theatre where Daniel Radcliffe is currently playing Rosencrantz)
23. "___ man sharpeneth the countenance of his friend": Proverbs
24. "For here ___ go?"
26. Meteorological seven
32. Yank who missed the 2014 season
34. Rockers with a 1973 cover of "Roll Over Beethoven," briefly
35. Load of library books or groceries, say
36. Vodka cocktail, informally
38. Royal of Japan: Abbr.
40. Louis who directed "Murmur of the Heart"
41. Tipple
43. Trigram on the 7's of older phones
45. Headed for overtime
46. Calendrical seven
49. Comedic Rogen or MacFarlane
50. Tinter of she-crab soup
51. Ophelia's cousin in "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
54. Umbrella, so to speak
57. Hacktivists usually hide theirs
60. Antagonist in the "Aeneid"
61. Theological seven
62. Galway Bay's ___ Islands
63. Uncanny
64. Not bamboozled by
65. Turns into compost
66. Has too many helpings of, facetiously

DOWN
1. Where many hear George Stephanopoulos talk
2. Seventh-century pontiff
3. First actor to garner two Oscar nominations for portrayals of the same character
4. Lit. compendium
5. Shortest route around a track, often
6. Game
7. Humerus, e.g.
8. Beat in a regatta, say
9. Jay Gould concerns, briefly
10. One wearing an identical uniform, perhaps
11. Birthplace of McKinley, Taft and Harding
12. Jaunty rhythm
13. Carson who hosts "The Voice"
14. Stilted yet grammatical response to "Who's there?"
15. Rant
25. Longtime Dave Matthews Band label
27. University department sending acceptance letters
28. Vitality
29. In agreement
30. Occupy the throne
31. Toboggan, e.g.
32. What tomatoes add to a dish, in foodie lingo
33. It's up the coast from Napoli
37. Crumhorn cousins
39. Like the use of drummer boys in combat
42. Pond wriggler
44. Like creeks after a downpour
47. Descriptor for some disposable glasses
48. Counting-rhyme kickoff
52. 20-ouncer at Starbucks
53. NBA or YMCA part: Abbr.
54. Not quite closed
55. Franc superseder
56. One in a pesky cloud
58. Organs near temples
59. Dating from
61. "Gloria in excelsis ___"